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also applied it to determine the potential of an ellipsoid at an                      iu
external point.
Let P, P be two corresponding points, one on each of two-confocal thin homoeoids of equal volume ; let also Q, Q' be any two corresponding elementary volumes each equal to dv. Let the-equal distances PQ'y PQ be represented by R. Iff (R) represent the law of attraction, the potentials at P and P' of these elementary volumes are each f(R) dti. Integrating over the whole surfaces of the shells, we see that the potential of the inner thin homoeoid at the external point P' is equal to that of the outer thin homoeoid at the corresponding internal point P, provided .the densities are equal at corresponding points*. ~~ Thus when the potentials of thin homoeoids at all internal points are known, their potentials at all external points are also t. ^.
,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               »i"'"*T»>i">'*
known.                                                                                      ••<^"
203.    It is evident that the potentials of these shells are equal whatever be the law of attraction provided the potential is a function-, of the distance only.
The potentials are also equal if the shells are heterogeneous, and' the density at any point is a function of (x/a, y/b, zjc). In this; case it is evident that the densities of the shells are equal at-corresponding points. The equality of the potentials is also true when the shells are incomplete, provided only the existing parts "correspond" to each other.
204.    The theorem may also be used (though not so simply) to^comgare the,pate.ftiials...even when the density is any function of the coordinates.    It will be convenient to express this result in an analytical form.
Let the density p of a thin homoeoid (semi-axes a, b, c) be /(#, y, z\ and let v be the volume of the shell. It is required to find its potential at any external point (£', rf, f'^TCet a confocal ellipsoid be described passing through the point (£', ?/, £") so that
* Chasles in his Nouvelle solution du probleme de Vattraction d'un ellipsolde heterogene sur mi point exterieur, Lionville, vol. v. 1840, shows that thin confocal homoeoids have potentials at corresponding points proportional to their masses, but considers only the case in which they are homogeneous. Knowing that the potential of the outer at an internal point is constant, he deduces several theorems on the attractions of the inner shell at external points. He finds the attraction of a solid heterogeneous ellipsoid by dividing it into thin elementary homoeoids, the strata of equal density being the elementary homoeoids. The case in which the homoeoid is heterogeneous is not discussed.

